Abstract. We prove a general gluing result for special Lagrangian (SL) conifolds in C m . These conifolds are a key ingredient in the compactification problem for moduli spaces of compact SLs in Calabi-Yau manifolds.
Introduction
Let M be a Calabi-Yau (CY) manifold. Roughly speaking, a submanifold L ⊂ M is special Lagrangian (SL) if it is both minimal and Lagrangian with respect to the ambient Riemannian and symplectic structures.
SLs are examples of "calibrated submanifolds" [3] and are thus interesting from the point of view of Geometric Measure Theory. They also have other nice geometric properties, including smooth moduli spaces. Research in this field is largely guided by several conjectures relating SLs to Mirror Symmetry [15] , [21] and to the search of invariants for CY manifolds [8] .
The simplest example of a CY manifold is C m , endowed with its standard structures. Recall that C m cannot admit compact minimal submanifolds. In this ambient space it is therefore necessary to study non-compact SLs. It is also important to be able to work with singular objects. The simplest most natural class of SLs in C m is thus the class of SL conifolds: submanifolds admitting both isolated "conical singularities" (CS) and non-compact "asymptotically conical" (AC) ends: the former modelled on the "tip", the latter on the "large end", of SL cones. SL cones are, of course, the most basic example of conifolds.
The main motivation for studying SL conifolds in C m stems from the fact that, up to first order and in appropriate coordinate systems, any CY manifold M is modelled on C m . Likewise, a SL submanifold L in M with an isolated conical singularity is modelled on a SL cone in C m . Assume there exists a smooth AC SL conifoldL asymptotic to the cone. The work of Joyce [13] , [14] , [10] then shows, under appropriate assumptions, how to glueL into a neighbourhood of the singularity obtaining a 1-parameter family L t of smooth SLs in M which converges to L as t → 0. Currently, the main limitation to Joyce's work is the lack of examples to which to apply his results. In general CY manifolds we have no way of producing SLs with conical singularities. In C m , recent work [3] , [5] , [6] , [9] has produced many classes of examples of SL cones, but some of them are known [7] not to admit AC SL desingularizations, and in general we do not know which do.
The goal of this paper is to define a gluing construction which produces new examples of AC SL submanifolds in C m ; more generally, new examples of SL conifolds. It is also Part II of a multi-step project aiming to set up a general theory of special Lagrangian and, more generally, of calibrated conifolds. Two other papers related to this project are currently available: [19] , [20] . The first of these papers provides the analytic foundations for our gluing construction, the second provides the geometric foundations, but actually each paper is self-contained and has its own, independent, focus.
One of the most basic examples to which our construction applies is the following. Given a pair of transverse SL planes satisfying certain "angle conditions", Lawlor constructed a AC SL submanifold interpolating between them: these submanifolds are known as Lawlor necks. Assume given a finite number of SL planes in C m , such that each intersection satisfies Lawlor's conditions. We then prove that it is possible to glue a rescaled copy of the appropriate Lawlor neck into a neighbourhood of the each intersection point obtaining a family of smooth AC SL submanifolds, parametrized by the "size" of the necks, which converges to the initial configuration of planes as the parameters tend to zero, cf. Example 6.5. This result extends previous work by Arezzo-Pacard [1] , which had produced minimal (but not Lagrangian) desingularizations of similar configurations of SL planes under additional technical hypotheses.
In the above example one should think of transverse intersections as special types of isolated conical singularities and of Lawlor necks as special types of local desingularizations of the singularity. Our main results, Theorem 6.3 and Theorem 6.12, then generalize this example in two ways. Theorem 6.3 is a gluing result involving arbitrary singularities and arbitrary smooth AC SL desingularizations. As further corollaries, Example 6.6 generalizes Example 6.5 by desingularizing transverse intersections of arbitrary SL conifolds. It also shows how to attach an arbitrary number of new ends onto a given SL conifold. Example 6.7 shows how to replace arbitrary isolated conical singularities with AC ends, thus transforming any singular conifold into a smooth AC SL.
Example 6.7 is interesting in that it completely desingularizes any SL conifold. Notice however this is only true in a rather weak sense: it replaces compact conical singularities with new non-compact ends, thus changing the nature of the initial conifold rather drastically. In the light of [7] , if the goal is indeed to obtain a smooth object, this may actually be the best possible result: in general one should expect the existence of conifolds L some of whose singularities do admit AC SL desingularizations, but others do not. The alternative solution for dealing with such conifolds is to work only with the "smoothable" singularities, leaving the others alone. The result will only be a partial desingularization of L, but this outcome may be preferable to that of Example 6.7. This type of gluing forces us however to work, from start to finish, with singular conifolds. The additional complications are dealt with in Theorem 6.12. The result is actually extremely general, involving completely arbitrary SL conifolds. In particular, it gives the option of taking a singular conifold, cutting out one singularity, and gluing in another. This is potentially very interesting: coupling such a construction with Joyce's gluing results would produce a way to jump between different compact singular SLs inside a CY manifold M . Theorems 6.3 and 6.12 may very well be optimal. Our technical hypotheses concern only the parameters used to set up the gluing process: these parameters disappear in the final result, so they are of no real importance. We also obtain very good control over the final asymptotics of the conifold, near the CS and AC ends. Our theorems set only two restrictions on the SL conifolds themselves, as follows. Theorem 6.12 requires the remaining singularities to be "stable": this assumption is rather natural, and has already appeared in previous work of Joyce and Haskins. It also appears in [20] . The second restriction is as follows. The first step in the gluing process concerns the construction of certain "approximate solutions" to the gluing problem: basically, it is necessary to choose a Lagrangian interpolation between the initially given SL conifolds. Using an additional assumption as in Joyce [13] we can reduce this problem to a choice of "interpolating function". Work on how to remove this restriction, as in Joyce [14] , is currently in progress.
The above comments should convince the reader that the choice of working in the flat ambient space C m is based on precise goals rather than on technical convenience. As already explained, this choice forces us to work with non-compact submanifolds. Generally speaking, non-compact submanifolds are more difficult to work with than compact ones. In our case noncompactness is partially compensated for by the assumption of working with conifolds. The theory concerning "large ends" is the same as that concerning isolated conical singularities, so in this paper we can rely on several ideas introduced by Joyce in his work on compact CS SLs in CYs. This is particularly true when dealing with the more geometric aspects of these gluing theorems. In particular, the Lagrangian neighbourhoods we use in Section 2.3 to set up the gluing problem go mostly back to Joyce, with minor adaptations and changes introduced in [20] . The quadratic estimates of Section 5 also originate in the work of Joyce, though a certain amount of extra work is needed to adapt them to the presence of CS and AC ends.
From the analytic point of view, however, the situation is rather different. Joyce formulated his results using non-weighted Sobolev spaces. In the non-compact setting, weighted Sobolev spaces become inevitable. This is not as inconvenient as it may seem: using weighted spaces simplifies other issues and they have thus become the standard choice in other gluing problems. In this paper we get two main benefits out of using weighted spaces: (i) as proved in [19] , coupling weighted spaces with careful choices of how to parametrize the "neck regions" of our manifolds allows us to obtain estimates which are completely uniform with respect to the gluing parameter; (ii) the presence of non-compact ends allows us to choose certain weights "at infinity" which kill the kernel of our linearized operator, thus leading to invertibility. In particular, when dealing with conifolds in C m the number of components of L makes no difference.
Together, (i) and (ii) streamline the gluing process considerably, compared to analogous results for compact SLs. It is thus interesting to compare our techniques with those used by Joyce and, earlier, by Butscher [2] and Lee [17] . Of course, it is important to emphasize that in the compact setting straight-forward invertibility of the linearized operator is not possible: each connected component of L introduces new "approximate kernel". Some invertibility results contained in [19] apply however to compact manifolds. We thus believe it is possible to combine the methods used in this paper with the results of [19] to obtain stronger and simpler results for compact SLs than those currently known. The above techniques should also extend to other calibrations, e.g. to "coassociative submanifolds" [18] . Work in these directions is in progress.
Important remarks: Throughout this paper we will often encounter chains of inequalities of the form
The constants C i will often depend on factors that are irrelevant within the given context. In this case we will sometimes simplify such expressions by omitting the subscripts of the constants C i , i.e. by using a single constant C. Furthermore, to simplify certain arguments, we always assume that our manifolds satisfy the dimension constraint m ≥ 3.
Review of Lagrangian conifolds
The immersion allows us to view the tangent bundle T L of L as a subbundle of T M (more precisely, of ι * T M ). When M is Kähler with structures (g, J, ω) it is simple to check that L is Lagrangian if and only if
We will denote byg,J,ω the standard Euclidean, complex and symplectic structures on
Let L m be a smooth manifold, not necessarily connected. Assume given a Lagrangian immersion ι : L → C m . We say that L is an asymptotically conical Lagrangian submanifold with rate λ if it satisfies the following conditions.
(1) We are given a compact subset K ⊂ L such that S := L \ K has a finite number of connected components S 1 , . . . , S e . (2) We are given Lagrangian cones C i ⊂ C m with smooth connected links (
We are finally given an e-tuple of convergence rates λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ e ) with λ i < 2, centers p i ∈ C m and diffeomorphisms φ i : Σ i × [R, ∞) → S i for some R > 0 such that, for r → ∞ and all k ≥ 0,
with respect to the conical metricg i = dr 2 + r 2 g ′ i on C i . Definition 2.3. LetL m be a manifold, not necessarily connected, smooth except for a finite number of possibly singular points {x 1 , . . . , x e }. Assume given a continuous map ι :L → C m which restricts to a smooth Lagrangian immersion of L :=L \ {x 1 , . . . , x e }. We say thatL (or L) is a conically singular Lagrangian submanifold with rate µ if it satisfies the following conditions.
(1) We are given open connected neighbourhoods S i of x i .
(2) We are given Lagrangian cones C i ⊂ C m with smooth connected links (
We are finally given an e-tuple of convergence rates µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ e ) with µ i > 2, centers p i ∈ C m and diffeomorphisms φ i :
with respect to the conical metricg i = dr 2 + r 2 g ′ i on C i . Notice that our assumptions imply that ι(x i ) = p i . Definition 2.4. LetL m be a manifold, not necessarily connected, smooth except for a finite number of possibly singular points {x 1 , . . . , x s }. Assume given a continuous map ι :L → C m which restricts to a smooth Lagrangian immersion of L :=L \ {x 1 , . . . , x s }. We say thatL (or L) is a CS/AC Lagrangian submanifold with rate (µ, λ) if neighbourhoods S i of the points x i satisfy Definition 2.3 with rates µ i and the complementL \ ∪S i satisfies Definition 2.2 with rate λ. We will often not distinguish betweenL and L.
We use the generic term Lagrangian conifold to indicate any CS, AC or CS/AC Lagrangian submanifold. We will denote by g := ι * g the induced metric on L.
Example 2.5. Notice that any smooth point of a Lagrangian submanifold can be labelled as a CS singularity; the corresponding cone C is simply a plane. In particular this is true for intersection and self-intersection points of the immersion ι. Consider, for example, the case of two Lagrangian planes in C m intersecting transversely in one point p. If we let L denote the disjoint union of two copies of R m we can parametrize our configuration of Lagrangian planes in C m via an immersion of L which maps the origins to p. This submanifold clearly has two AC ends. It would be natural to consider the origins as smooth points in R m but we can also decide to label them as singularities. In this case the submanifold will also have two CS ends. This latter set-up will allow us, in Sections 4 and 6, to "desingularize" the point p by gluing in a small Lagrangian "neck" which interpolates between the two planes. The initially disconnected manifold L will then become connected.
Let ι : L → C m be a Lagrangian conifold, with induced metric g. Choose a CS component S i . Let φ i denote the diffeomorphism of Definition 2.3 and set ν i := µ i − 2 > 0. One can then check that, as r → 0 and for all k ≥ 0,
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection on C i defined byg i . Analogously, choose an AC component S i , let φ i be the diffeomorphism of Definition 2.2 and set ν i := λ i − 2 < 0. Then, as r → ∞ and for all k ≥ 0,
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection on C i defined byg i . This shows that the Riemannian manifold (L, g) is an abstract conifold in the sense of [19] . We will call the components S i the ends of L. On an abstract conifold each end defines a connected abstract link (Σ i , g ′ i ). The end is diffeomorphic to the abstract cone C i = Σ i ×(0, ∞) and the metric on the end is asymptotic, in the above sense, to the conical metricg i := dr 2 + r 2 g ′ i .
Remark 2.6. Set σ := φ * i g −g i . The object ∇ k σ belongs to a bundle obtained via tensor products, so the metric used in Equations 2.3, 2.4 to measure the norm of ∇ k σ is obtained by tensoring the metricg i (applied to ∇ k ) with the same metricg i (applied to σ). It is sometimes convenient to emphasize this fact by using the alternative notation | ∇ k (φ * i g −g i )|g i ⊗g i . One can then check that Equation 2.3 coincides with (2.5) | ∇ k (φ 2.1. Analysis on abstract conifolds. Let E be a vector bundle over (L, g). Assume E is endowed with a metric and metric connection ∇: we say that (E, ∇) is a metric pair. In this paper E will usually be a bundle of differential forms Λ r on L, endowed with the metric and Levi-Civita connection induced from g. Regarding notation, given a vector β = (β 1 , . . . , β e ) ∈ R e and j ∈ N we set β + j := (β 1 + j, . . . , β e + j). We write β ≥ β ′ if and only if β i ≥ β ′ i . Definition 2.7. Let (L, g) be a conifold with e ends. We say that a smooth function ρ : L → (0, ∞) is a radius function if ρ • φ i (x) ≡ r on each end. Given any vector β = (β 1 , . . . , β e ) ∈ R e , choose a function β : L → R which, on each end S i , restricts to the constant β i . Set w(x) := ρ(x) −β(x) . We will refer to either β or w as a weight on L.
Given any metric pair (E, ∇), the weighted Sobolev spaces are defined by
where we use the norm (cf. Remark 2.6 for notation)
The weighted spaces of C k sections are defined by
where we use the norm σ C k
is the space of sections σ ∈ C k (E) such that |∇ j σ| = O(r β−j ) as r → 0 (respectively, r → ∞) along each CS (respectively, AC) end. These are also Banach spaces.
To conclude, the weighted space of smooth sections is defined by
Equivalently, this is the space of smooth sections such that |∇ j f | = O(ρ β−j ) for all j ≥ 0. This space has a natural Fréchet structure. When E is the trivial R bundle over L we obtain weighted spaces of functions on L. We usually denote these by W p k,β (L) and C k β (L). In the case of a CS/AC manifold we will sometimes separate the CS and AC weights, writing β = (µ, λ) for some µ ∈ R s and some λ ∈ R l . We then write C k (µ,λ) (E) and W p k,(µ,λ) (E). Remark 2.8. Let L be a manifold with ends equipped with two conifold metrics g,ĝ. We say that g,ĝ are scaled-equivalent if they satisfy the following assumptions:
(1) There exists C 0 > 0 such that
(2) For all j ≥ 1 there exists C j > 0 such that
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection defined by g and we are using the notation introduced in Remark 2.6. In this case one can prove that derivatives with respect to the corresponding Levi-Civita connections ∇,∇ coincide up to lower-order terms. The corresponding weighted Sobolev spaces also coincide, with equivalent norms. We refer to [19] for details. In particular, Definition 2.4 implies that, for R large enough, the metrics φ * i g,g i are scaled-equivalent. The analogue is true for CS ends. 
2.2.
The Laplace operator on abstract conifolds. We now summarize some analytic results concerning the Laplace operator on conifolds. 
for some eigenvalue e j n of ∆ g ′ j on Σ j . Given any weight γ ∈ R e , we now set m(γ) := e j=1 m j (γ j ). Let D ⊆ R e denote the set of weights γ for which m(γ) > 0. We call these the exceptional weights of ∆g.
Let (L, g) be a conifold, asymptotic to a cone (C,g) in the sense of Equations 2.3, 2.4. Roughly speaking, the fact that g is asymptotic tog implies that the Laplace operator ∆ g is asymptotic to ∆g, cf. Remark 2.8. Applying Definition 2.10 to C defines weights D ⊆ R e : we call these the exceptional weights of ∆ g . This terminology is due to the following result, which indicates that certain aspects of the behaviour of ∆ g depends only on its asymptotics. Theorem 2.11. Let (L, g) be a conifold with e ends. Let D ⊆ R e denote the exceptional weights of ∆ g . Then D is discrete and the Laplace operator
The Fredholm index of ∆ g is constant under small perturbations of the weight. When the weight crosses an exceptional weight, however, the index changes according to a "change of index formula" which again depends only on the asymptotics. The following corollary is extracted, as a special case, from [19] Section 11. Corollary 2.12. Let (L, g) be an conifold with non-exceptional weight β. Let β i denote the value of β on the i-th end of L. Consider the map
We distinguish three cases:
(1) Assume L is an AC manifold. If β > 2 − m then this map is surjective. If β < 0 then this map is injective, so for β ∈ (2 − m, 0) it is an isomorphism. 
where the sum is over all CS ends and m i (γ i ) is as in Definition 2.10.
Deformations of Lagrangian conifolds.
We now need to review the deformation theory of Lagrangian conifolds, following [11] , [20] . It is useful to do this in several steps. Second case: graphs over Lagrangian cones. Assume L = Σ × (0, ∞) and the image of ι is a cone C in C m . We will identify L with C and denote its generic point by (θ, r). The generic point in T * C is then of the form (θ, r, α 1 + α 2 dr), where α 1 ∈ T * θ Σ and α 2 ∈ R. There is a natural action of R + on T * C defined by
One can then build an open neighbourhood U ⊂ T * C of C which is invariant under this action and a symplectomorphism (2.12) Φ C : U → C m which is R + -equivariant and restricts to the identity on C. The map Φ C is obtained as a perturbation of an explicitly defined map Ψ C ; specifically, Φ C = Ψ C + R, where Ψ C and R are both R + -invariant and R satisfies (2.13)
These properties lead to the following facts:
• Consider a fibre T * (θ,r) C of T * C, endowed with the metric induced by g. Set U (θ,r) := U ∩ T * (θ,r) C. One can then assume that U (θ,r) is an open ball in T * (θ,r) C of radius Cr, for some C > 0.
• Choose rates (µ, λ). Let C ∞ (µ−1,λ−1) (U ) denote the space of sections of T * C whose image lies in U . Up to reparametrization, the set of Lagrangian immersions "close" to ι and asymptotic to C with rate (µ, λ) is then parametrized by the space of closed 1-forms in C ∞ (µ−1,λ−1) (U ). More generally, assume L is a Lagrangian conifold in C m with rate (µ, λ) obtained via an immersion ι := Φ C • α : C → C m for some closed 1-form in C ∞ (µ−1,λ−1) (U ). Using the symplectomorphism (2.14)
we can define a Lagrangian neighbourhood for ι by setting
Notice that the zero section is contained in τ −1 α (U ) and that Φ L , restricted to the zero section, coincides with ι. The Lagrangian deformations of ι are then parametrized by closed 1-forms
Third case: Lagrangian conifolds. In general, let ι : L → C m be a Lagrangian conifold. For simplicity, let us assume that it is an AC Lagrangian submanifold, i.e. that it has only AC ends S 1 , . . . , S e with centers p i and rate λ. Set K := L\∪S i . We will also simplify the notation by identifying Σ i × [R, ∞) with S i via the diffeomorphisms φ i . We can thus write
where we identify the boundary of K with ∪ (Σ i × {R}). The map Φ C i + p i identifies ι(S i ) with the graph Γ(α i ), for some (locally defined) closed 1-form α i in C ∞ λ i −1 (U ). We then set
It is possible to interpolate between this data, obtaining an open neighbourhood
which restricts to ι along L. By construction we can assume that the "radius" of U , in the sense defined following Equation 2.13, is linear with respect to r on each end S i . A similar construction works for general Lagrangian conifolds. Up to reparametrization, the set of Lagrangian immersions "close" to ι and asympotic to the same cones, with the same centers and rate (µ, λ), is then parametrized by the space of closed 1-forms in C ∞ (µ−1,λ−1) (U ). Lagrangian conifolds with moving singularities. Notice that our restrictions on µ i and λ i imply that the above deformations always fix the position of the singularities and all asymptotic cones in C m . It is actually useful to also take into account deformations which allow the singularities to translate in C m and the corresponding cones to rotate. The correct set-up for doing this is as follows.
Assume ι : L → C m is a CS/AC Lagrangian submanifold with singularities {x 1 , . . . , x s }.
P is a U(m)-principal fibre bundle over C m with the action
As such, P is a smooth manifold of dimension m 2 + 2m. Our aim is to use one copy of P to parametrize the location of each singular point p i = ι(x i ) ∈ C m and the direction of the corresponding cone C i ⊂ C m . The element (p i , Id) will correspond to the initial positions. As we are interested only in small deformations of L we can restrict our attention to a small open neighbourhood of the pair (p i , Id) ∈ P . In general the C i will have some symmetry group G i ⊂ U(m), i.e. the action of this G i will leave the cone fixed. To ensure that we have no redundant parameters we must therefore further restrict our attention to a slice of our open neighbourhood, i.e. a smooth submanifold transverse to the orbits of G i . We denote this slice E i : it is a subset of P containing (p i , Id) and of dimension
It is possible to choose a family of CS/AC Lagrangian immersions ιẽ : L → C m parametrized byẽ = ((p 1 ,ṽ 1 ), . . . , (p s ,ṽ s )) ∈ E with the following features:
• ι e = ι.
• For eachẽ, ιẽ(x i ) =p i with asymptotic coneṽ i (C i ). Furthermore, ιẽ = ι outside a neighbourhood of the singularities.
• Choose U and Φ L as in Equation 2.3. Then, for eachẽ, there are symplectomorphisms Φẽ L : U → C m which restrict to ιẽ on L and such that Φ e L = Φ L . The final result is that, after such a choice and up to reparametrization, the set of CS/AC Lagrangian immersions "close" to ι with rate (µ, λ) and moving singularities can be parametrized in terms of pairs (ẽ, α) whereẽ ∈ E and α is a closed 1-form on L belonging to the space C ∞ (µ−1,λ−1) (U ). Remark 2.13. In calculations it is useful to extendẽ to a compactly-supported symplectomorphism of C m which coincides with the corresponding element of U(m)×C m in a neighbourhood of each point p i . We can then define Φẽ L :=ẽ • Φ L . This point of view makes certain operations more explicit. For future reference, we give the following example.
Let α ∈ Λ k (C m ) be a differential form on C m . Assume we want to study the smoothness of the pull-back operation
Let G denote the infinite-dimensional Lie group of compactly-supported diffeomorphisms of C m , endowed with its natural Fréchet structure. By construction, the tangent space T Id G at the identity is the vector space of smooth compactly-supported vector fields on C m . At any other point φ ∈ G, we can then identify T φ G as follows:
Endow Λ k (C m ) with its natural Fréchet structure. With respect to these structures, the pullback operation on k-forms,
is a smooth map. Its derivatives can be written in terms of the Lie derivatives of α. We will think ofẼ as a finite-dimensional submanifold of G, so that the restricted map is also smooth.
Composing with Φ * L , we obtain the smoothness of the map in Equation 2.16. Remark 2.14. Let (L, ι) be a Lagrangian submanifold in C m . Recall from Example 2.5 that any smooth point can be labelled as a singularity. The deformation theory presented above is set up so that both points of view allow the same degree of flexibility: in either case the point in question can be translated and its tangent plane can be rotated. Thus, from the deformation theory point of view it makes no difference whether we label self-intersection points as smooth or singular.
Rescaled Lagrangian conifolds in C m
Let (L, g) be an abstract Riemannian conifold. Rescaling the metric yields new manifolds (L, t 2 g). The initially given diffeomorphisms between ends and asymptotic cones can also be rescaled, so each (L, t 2 g) is again a conifold: we refer to [19] for details. Our goal here is to define an analogous rescaling procedure for the category of Lagrangian conifolds in C m .
Let R + act on C m by dilations: t · x := tx. The induced action on forms is such that t * g = t 2g , t * ω = t 2ω . This implies that if ι : L → C m is a Lagrangian submanifold of C m then the rescaled maps tι : L → C m are also Lagrangian.
Lemma 3.1. Let ι : L → C m be a Lagrangian conifold with cones C i , rate (µ, λ) and centers p i . Let φ i be the diffeomorphism corresponding to ι and the AC end S i , as in Definition 2.2. Then, for r → ∞, the diffeomorphism
has the property
This property allows us to select it as the preferred diffeomorphism corresponding to tι and the AC end S i , as in Definition 2.2. Analogously, let φ i be the diffeomorphism corresponding to ι and the CS end S i . Then, for r → 0, the diffeomorphism
We can thus use it to parametrize the CS ends of tι, as in Definition 2.3. We conclude that tι : L → C m is a Lagrangian conifold with the same cones and rate as (L, ι), and with centers tp i .
Proof. On any AC end
The proof for CS ends is analogous.
One can check that the above lemma implies for instance that, as r → ∞,
We now want to define Lagrangian neighbourhoods for the conifolds tι. We will do this in various stages, as follows.
First case: smooth compact Lagrangian submanifolds. It is useful to start by considering how Lagrangian neighbourhoods can be built for tι when L is smooth and compact. Consider the action of R + on the manifold T * L defined by
It is simple to check that the induced action on forms is such that t * ω = t 2ω . Let U , Φ L be as in Equation 2.10. Now define
One can check that Φ t,L is a symplectomorphism and that, restricted to the zero section L, it coincides with tι. Thus Equation 3.2 defines a Lagrangian neighbourhood for tι.
Notice that if |α| g = C then |t 2 α| t 2 g = Ct. In this sense, the "radius" of tU is linear in t.
Second case: graphs over Lagrangian cones. Let C be a Lagrangian cone in C m and
where we use the equivariance of Φ C with respect to the R + -action defined in Equation 2.11. This shows that, up to dilations, the rescaled Lagrangian tι can be written as Φ C • α t . The results of Section 2.3 and Lemma 3.1 imply that α t is a closed 1-form in the space C ∞ (µ−1,λ−1) (U ), though this could also be checked by direct computation. We note, in passing, that
g (θ, r/t). Analogously to Section 2.3, we can define a Lagrangian neighbourhood for tι by setting
Third case: Lagrangian conifolds. Let ι : L → C m be a Lagrangian conifold. As in Section 2.3, for simplicity we assume that L is an AC Lagrangian submanifold and we use the notation/identifications
, where we identify the boundary of K with ∪ (Σ i × {R}). Recall from Section 2.3 that Φ L restricts to Φ S i = Φ C i • τ α i + p i on the bundle U over Σ i × [R, ∞) and to some Φ K on the bundle U over K. Notice that
Let us now set
Define α t,i from α i as in Equation 3 and set
We now want to show that the maps Φ t,K , Φ t,S i coincide on the common boundary. This is a simple calculation, requiring only a bit of care to take into account the different R + -actions used in Equations 2.11 and 3.1, as follows. Choose x ∈ ∂K and η x ∈ T * x (tL). On the one hand we are using the identification ∂K ≃ ∪ (Σ i × {R}), so for some θ ∈ Σ i we get x ≃ (θ, R) and (x, η x ) ≃ (θ, R, η 1 (θ, R) + η 2 (θ, R) dr). To simplify the notation, set α := α i . Then, using Equation 3.3,
On the other hand we are using the identification ∂K ≃ ∪ (Σ i × {tR}). The two identifications are related by a dilation so now (
This calculation proves that the two maps can be glued together along the common boundary, obtaining a well-defined symplectomorphism
This map restricts to tι on the zero-section tL because this is true for both maps Φ t,K , Φ t,S i . We have thus constructed a Lagrangian neighbourhood for any rescaled AC Lagrangian submanifold tι. The construction for rescaled Lagrangian conifolds is similar.
Connect sums of Lagrangian conifolds
Let (L, g) be an abstract Riemannian conifold. Choose a singular point x ∈L with cone C. Assume we are given a second conifold (L,ĝ) containing an AC end asymptotic to the same cone C. For small t > 0 one can build a family of new conifolds (L t , g t ) by gluing the rescaled manifold (L, t 2ĝ ) into a neighbourhood of x. Notice that the construction is not symmetric in its initial data L,L: in particular only one of these is rescaled. If the gluing is done appropriately then one can show that the family (L t , g t ) satisfies certain analytic and elliptic estimates uniformly in t. An analogous construction holds for any number of singularities x i ∈L, providedL contains the same number of appropriate AC ends. We refer to [19] for details.
We now want to define an analogous "connect sum" procedure for the category of Lagrangian conifolds. The main additional assumption required by this construction will be that the AC ends ofL used in the gluing have rateλ < 0. Definition 4.1. Let ι : L → C m be a Lagrangian conifold. Let S denote the union of its ends. A subset S * of S defines a marking on L. We can then write S = S * ∐ S * * , where S * * is the complement of S * . We say S * is a CS-marking if all ends in S * are CS; it is an AC-marking if all ends in S * are AC. We will denote by d the number of ends in S * . Definition 4.2. Let (L, ι, S * ) be a CS-marked Lagrangian conifold in C m , with induced metric g. Let Σ * , C * denote the links and cones corresponding to S * . Given any end
Let (L,ι,Ŝ * ) be an AC-marked Lagrangian conifold in C m , with induced metricĝ. LetΣ * , C * ,φ i :Σ i ×[R, ∞) →Ŝ i denote the corresponding links, cones and diffeomorphisms, as above.
We say that L andL are compatible if they satisfy the following assumptions:
(1) C * =Ĉ * . Up to relabelling the ends, we may assume that C i =Ĉ i .
(2)R < ǫ. Up to a preliminary rescaling ofL, one can always assume this is true. We can then identify appropriate subsets of S * andŜ * via the mapsφ i • φ
On each marked AC end, the metricsφ * iĝ andg i are scaled-equivalent in the sense of Definition 2.8. Analogously, on each marked CS end, the metrics φ * i g andg i are scaled-equivalent. Again, up to a preliminary rescaling one can always assume this is true. (4) IfŜ i ,Ŝ j ∈Ŝ * belong to the same connected component ofL then the corresponding ends S i , S j ∈ S * satisfy ι(x i ) = ι(x j ). (5) For each AC endŜ i ∈Ŝ * , the corresponding center is p i = 0 and the corresponding rateλ
If L is weighted via β andL is weighted viaβ we further require that, on S i ∈ S * andŜ i ∈Ŝ * , the corresponding constants satisfy β i =β i and thatβ i =β j ifŜ i andŜ j are marked ends in the same connected component ofL.
Let ι : L → C m be a Lagrangian conifold in C m with metric g and CS-marking S * . Let ι :L → C m be a second Lagrangian conifold with metricĝ and AC-markingŜ * . Let (ρ, β), respectively (ρ,β), be corresponding radius functions and weights. Assume L,L are compatible. Let d denote the number of marked ends. Choose parameters t = (t 1 , . . . , t d ) > 0 sufficiently small. We assume that t is compatible with the decomposition ofL into its connected components: specifically, that t i = t j ifŜ i andŜ j belong to the same connected component ofL. We then define the parametric Lagrangian connect sum of (L, ι) and (L,ι) via the following steps.
The abstract manifolds. We set
where the components of the boundary ofL \Ŝ * are identified with the Σ i × {t iR } via mapŝ φ t i ,i defined as in Lemma 3.1 and the components of the boundary of L \ S * are identified with the Σ i × {ǫ} via the maps φ i . We call
Notice that, using the notation of Definition 2.3, the corresponding manifoldL t may contain a finite number of singularities inherited from either S * * orŜ * * .
The Lagrangian immersions. We now want to build a Lagrangian immersion ι t :
On L \ S * we simply let ι t coincide with the restriction of ι. On the i-th connected component ofL \Ŝ * we let ι t coincide with the restriction of t iι + ι(x i ). On ∪ Σ i ⊆Σ * Σ i × [t iR , ǫ] we need to interpolate between these maps, as follows.
As in Section 3, we can identify
As usual, let us write α i = α i,1 + α i,2 dr. Using the fact that µ i > 0 and that we are restricting our attention to r ∈ (0, ǫ), one can prove that α i is exact:
(U ). As above, our assumptionλ i < 0 can be used to prove that
Choose τ ∈ (0, 1). If the t i are sufficiently small, we find
Then A t i interpolates betweenÂ t i (when r ≃ t iR ) and A i (when r ≃ ǫ) so dA t i interpolates betweenα t i and α i . We now set ι t (θ, r) :
The induced metrics. Let g t := ι * tg be the induced metric on L t .
Lemma 4.3. Assume τ is sufficiently close to 1: specifically, for each neck,
Then the metric g t satisfies:
and, for all j ≥ 0 and as t → 0,
Proof. 
where ′ denotes differentiation. Notice that G, G ′ are bounded. Thus, using the normg i|(θ,r) ,
Furthermore, since we are using the normg i|(θ,r) ,
The end result is that
where we use our assumption on τ . More generally, one can check that
Recall from Section 2.3 that we can write Φ C i = Ψ C i + R i . Using the equivariance properties and estimates given for R i and writing dA t i = α t i ,1 + α t i ,2 dr, we find that, on
where we use τ < 1. The definition of Ψ C i , cf.
[20] Section 4.2, yields an isometry
The same methods prove that, more generally,
Analogously to Equations 2.3, 2.4, one can conclude that
The radius functions. We endow L t with the radius function
The weights and Sobolev spaces. We endow L t with the weight
We now need to define the function w t , used to define weighted Sobolev spaces as in Definition 2.7. The simplest case is whenβ is constant on each connected component ofL. We then define
For general weightsβ we need to modify the function w t as follows:
Using this data we now define weighted Sobolev spaces W p k,β t on L t as in Definition 2.7.
The Lagrangian neighbourhoods. We define Lagrangian neighbourhoods for (L t , i t ) using the same ideas as in Section 3. Specifically, let
be Lagrangian nieghbourhoods and maps for (L, ι), (L,ι). We then define neighbourhoods and maps
as follows:
By construction Φ L t , restricted to the zero section, coincides with ι t .
Example 4.4. Assume given a finite configuration of l Lagrangian planes in C m . We assume there is only a finite number s of (necessarily transverse) intersection points and that any intersection involves only two planes at a time. Let (L, ι) denote a parametrization of this configuration. Specifically, L is the disjoint union of l copies of R m and we choose an even number of points x 1 , . . . , x 2s ∈ L such that each ι(x 2i ) = ι(x 2i+1 ) ∈ C m is one of the intersection points. Then (L, ι) is a Lagrangian conifold in C m with l AC ends and 2s CS ends. Notice that each asymptotic cone C i is parallel to one of the original planes in the configuration. Letting S * be the union of the CS ends we now have a CS-marked Lagrangian conifold in C m . Now assume that for each pair of indices {2i, 2i + 1} there exists an embedded Lagrangian submanifoldL i interpolating between C 2i and C 2i+1 and satisfying the necessary condition on convergence rates:λ 2i < 0,λ 2i+1 < 0. Let (L,ι) denote the union of these manifolds together with the corresponding embeddings. Then (L,ι) is an AC Lagrangian conifold with 2s ends. LettingŜ * be the union of the AC ends we now have an AC-marked Lagrangian conifold.
By construction (L, ι), (L,ι) are compatible so we can glue them together as above. The result is a connected AC Lagrangian submanifold (L t , ι t ) embedded in C m . This submanifold has s necks and l AC ends. Away from the neck regions it coincides with the original configuration of planes. Of course we can repeat this construction any number of times, adding as many new AC ends as we want to our original conifold L ′ .
As already seen, a weighted Sobolev Embedding Theorem holds for any conifold. Given that the connect sum of two conifolds is another (possibly smooth compact) conifold, it also holds for this connect sum. It is an important fact that the corresponding "embedding constants" are independent of the parameter t, cf. [19] Theorem 7.7. Theorem 4.6. Let (L, β), (L,β) be compatible weighted marked conifolds. Let L t , ρ t , β t and w t denote the corresponding connect sums. Then all forms of the weighted Sobolev Embedding Theorem, as in Theorem 2.9, hold uniformly in t, i.e. the corresponding Sobolev embedding constants are independent of t.
The above result relies on the fact that, on the two sides of each inequality, the relevant quantities are expressed using the same weight β t . If instead we allow the weight to change on different sides of the inequality, factors of t are inevitable. We will need the following case.
Lemma 4.7. Let (L, β), (L,β) be compatible weighted marked conifolds. Choose a second pair of compatible weights β ′ ,β ′ . Let L t , ρ t , β t and w t , respectively β ′ t and w ′ t , denote the corresponding connect sums. Assume
Then the natural immersions
are not uniform in t. However, there exists C > 0 such that, for all t and for all f ∈ C k
where max is calculated over all necks in L t .
Proof. Consider the case k = 0. On the i-th component ofL \Ŝ * ,
On any neck Σ
The case k ≥ 1 is similar.
Under appropriate conditions one can also show that the Laplace operator is uniformly invertible in the following sense. 
This is not yet sufficient to conclude that ∆ g is injective because the set of AC ends might be empty. To obtain injectivity we must furthermore assume that each component of L has at least one end S ′ satisfying the condition
Now assume that L,L are compatible and τ is sufficiently close to 1, as in Lemma 4.3. Then, for all ends S i ∈ S * , 2 − m < β i < 0. This implies that, for each component, S ′ ∈ S * * so L t has at least one end. Furthermore, β t satisfies the conditions β t|S i < 0 for all AC ends S i ∈Ŝ * * ∪ S * * β t|S i > 2 − m for all CS ends S i ∈Ŝ * * ∪ S * * .
Together with the condition on S ′ , this implies that ∆ g t is injective.
If furthermore β,β are non-exceptional for ∆ g , ∆ĝ then
is a topological isomorphism onto its image and there exists C > 0 such that, for all t and all
Proof. For later reference we give a sketch of the proof, referring to [19] Lemma 12.1 and Theorem 12.2 for details. The basic idea is to choose a cut-off function η t such that, for any f ∈ W p k,β t , η t f has support in L and (1 − η t )f has support inL. One then argues that
(4.4)
Likewise, on each component ofL,
(4.5)
If η t is chosen carefully, one can estimate ∆ g t (η t f ) and ∆ g t ((1 − η t )f ) in terms of ∆ g t f , generating only a very small error term of the form (1/| log t|) f W p k,β t . Combining these estimates gives the desired result. In particular Ω is holomorphic and the holonomy of (M, g) is contained in SU(m). We will refer to Ω as the holomorphic volume form on M .
Special Lagrangian conifolds in C m
Let M 2m be a CY manifold and L m → M be an immersed or embedded Lagrangian submanifold. We can restrict Ω to L, obtaining a non-vanishing complex-valued m-form Ω |L on L. We say that L is special Lagrangian (SL) if and only if this form is real, i.e. Im Ω |L ≡ 0. In this case Re Ω |L defines a volume form on L, thus a natural orientation.
Re Ω |L is actually a "calibration" on M in the sense of [3] . It follows that any SL is volume-minimizing in its homology class.
Example 5.2. The simplest example of a CY manifold is C m with its standard structuresg,J, ω andΩ := dz 1 ∧ · · · ∧ dz m . We are interested in SL conifolds in C m . Because of the possibility of dilations, it is clear that C m does not admit compact volume-minimizing submanifolds, even with singularities. It follows that each connected component of a SL conifold in C m must contain at least one AC end. This is particularly relevant for Theorem 4.8: using appropriate weights on these AC ends allows us to assume that the Laplace operator is injective.
Cones with one isolated singularity in the origin are the most basic class of SL conifolds in C m , cf. [3] , [5], [6] , [7] , [9] for examples. AC SLs are a second important class. We will be interested in the following two examples.
(1) Let Π be any SL plane in C m , e.g. the standard R m generated by the vectors ∂x i . Choose M ∈ U(m) of the form M = Diag(e iθ 1 , . . . , e iθm ), where θ i = π. The union Π ∪ −(M · Π) is a SL cone with an isolated singularity in the origin. Lawlor [16] constructed an AC SL with 2 ends, diffeomorphic to S m−1 × R, asymptotic to Π ∪ −(M · Π) and with rate λ = 2 − m as r → ∞. This submanifold is known as the "Lawlor neck". We refer to [10] Example 6.11 for details. (2) Let C be a SL cone in C m with an isolated singularity in the origin. Let Σ denote its link. Given any c > 0 define the curve γ c ≃ R via the equations
Then the immersion
defines an AC SL with two ends, diffeomorphic to Σ × R, asymptotic to C ∪ −(e iπ/m C) and with rate λ = 2 − m as r → ∞. This construction was found independently by Castro-Urbano, Haskins and Joyce, cf.
[9] Theorem 6.4 for details.
Let (L, ι) be a Lagrangian conifold in C m . We now want to find a way to detect whether any Lagrangian deformations of (L, ι) are SL. We distinguish two cases, depending on whether we fix the position of the singularities or we allow them to move, as in Section 2.3. In particular, the former case is the one of interest for AC Lagrangian submanifolds, whose singular set is empty. The results we obtain here will be applied in Section 6. For those purposes, compared to Section 2.3, we can restrict our attention in two ways: (i) we consider only "exact" Lagrangian deformations, defined via functions; (ii) we assume that the cones C i corresponding to singularities x i are SL cones in C m , rather than simply Lagrangian cones.
In what follows we will repeatedly use the following abstract result concerning Taylor expansions.
Lemma 5.3. Let (V, | · |) be a normed vector space. Let F : U → R be a smooth function defined on a convex subset U ⊂ V . Write
for some smooth Q : U → R. Assume C := sup x∈U |d 2 F |x | < ∞, where
Then:
In particular, if we substitute | · | with | · | t := t| · | then the corresponding constant satisfies C t = t −2 C so the above estimates do not change. In this sense these estimates are scaleinvariant.
Proof. Let γ(t) := tx be the geodesic segment connecting 0 to x, so that |γ ′ | ≡ |x|. Then
This proves (1). Regarding (2),
This proves (2) . Regarding (3), let γ(t) := tx + (1 − t)y be the geodesic segment connecting y to x so that |γ ′ | ≡ |x − y|. Then:
Calculating the integral proves (3). 
In particular, using the same notation and methods as in the proof of Lemma 5.3 (3),
Lagrangian conifolds. Let (L, ι) be a AC or CS/AC Lagrangian conifold in C m : as seen above, there is no point in searching for SL deformations of a CS Lagrangian submanifold in C m . Fix p > m and a weight β. Let β i denote the value of β on the i-th end of L. Assume that µ i > β i > 2 on every CS end and that β i < 2 on every AC end. Let B r denote the ball centered in 0 and of radius r in W 
where ⋆ denotes the Hodge star operator of L.
We first need to show that this map is well-defined between the stated spaces. Recall that the radius of U , in the sense introduced following Equation 2.13, is proportional to ρ. For r sufficiently small, the Sobolev Embedding Theorem ensures that the C 2 β norm of f is small. Our assumptions on β yield a further embedding C 2 β ֒→ C 2 2 implying that the C 2 2 norm of f is small so df has small C 1 1 norm. In particular ρ −1 df is small so indeed the graph of df lies in U : this proves that the composition Φ L • df makes sense. The fact that F takes values in W p 1,β−2 follows from our choice p > m, which ensures that our Sobolev spaces are Banach algebras, cf. Theorem 2.9. F is thus well-defined.
According to Definition 5.1, the deformed immersion (L, Φ L •df ) is SL if and only if F (f ) = 0. We can think of F as being obtained from an underlying smooth function
defined as follows. Choose a point (x, y) ∈ U . Let e 1 , . . . , e m be an orthonormal positive basis of
We use the notation i e i z := z(e i , ·). The Levi-Civita connection gives a decomposition
Thus the vectors (i e i z, e i ) span an m-plane in T (x,y) U . We then set 1 z, e 1 ) , . . . , (i em z, e m )). If f is a function on L then, for each x ∈ L, the vectors (i e i ∇df, e i ) span the tangent plane to the graph of df . This yields the relationship
For any fixed x ∈ L, y and z vary in the linear space
where ∂ 1 denotes differentiation with respect to the variable y, ∂ 2 denotes differentiation with respect to the variable z and Q ′ = Q ′ (x, y, z) is a smooth function.
Proposition 5.5. The map F has the following properties:
(1) The linearization of F is the map
We can thus write
Proof. We can compute the linearization of F as in [13] Proposition 5.6. This gives (1). Our proof of (2) again follows [13] . In his Proposition 5.8 Joyce provides C 1 estimates for analogous quantities |Q(α) − Q(β)|. In his set-up the manifolds are compact and there are no weights. The result depends upon certain C 2 estimates for his map F ′ , cf.
[13] Equation 24, obtained via a particular connection. In our setting we want to set up an analogous proof, this time keeping track of behaviour with respect to ρ. The first step is to introduce Joyce's connection.
In general, let E → L be a vector bundle over L. Let E denote the total space of E, i.e. the underlying differentiable manifold. Assume we want to build a connection on E, allowing us to differentiate vector fields. Choosing a connection ∇ E on E gives a splitting of the tangent bundle T E = H ⊕ V into "horizontal" and "vertical" subbundles. It is then sufficient to indicate how to differentiate horizontal or vertical vector fields in horizontal or vertical directions, at the generic point (x, e) ∈ E. Recall the canonical isomorphisms H (x,e) ≃ T x L, V (x,e) ≃ E x . We then see that some combinations do not require a connection. For example, the above identifications allow us to reduce the problem of differentiating vertical fields in vertical directions to the problem of differentiating a map T x E → T x E: this is a map between vector spaces so the ordinary notion of differentiation suffices. Likewise for horizontal vector fields and vertical directions. Again using the identifications, the problem of differentiating a vertical field in a horizontal direction can instead be solved using ∇ E , while horizontal vector fields can be differentiated in horizontal directions by choosing a connection on L, e.g. the Levi-Civita connection induced by some metric g on L. The result of this process is a connection on E which is not torsion-free: one can check that its torsion depends on the Riemannian curvature of (L, g), cf.
[13] p. 15 .
Consider the case L := C ⊂ C m endowed with the induced metricg as in Section 2.3, and E := T * C. Let ∇ denote both the Levi-Civita connection on C and the induced connection on T * C. In particular, ∇ is t-invariant with respect to rescaling, i.e. t * ∇ = ∇. This implies, for example, that for vector fields at (θ, r) ∈ C, t * ( ∇ v X |(θ,r) ) = ∇ t * v t * X |(θ,tr) . Since the connection on T * C is also t-invariant, the connection ∇ on the total space of T * C, built as above, is t-invariant.
We can use this connection to differentiate differential forms defined on the total space of T * C. In particular we can differentiate the form β := Φ * C (ImΩ). Then
where we use the fact that Φ C is t-equivariant and t * Ω = t mΩ , thus t * β = t m β. In particular, this proves that
showing that |∇ k β|g = O(r −k ), both for r → 0 and for r → ∞. It follows that, for our Lagrangian conifold L and for all k ∈ N, there exists C k > 0 such that, on U ,
As in [13] Proposition 5.8, cf. Equation 24, these estimates show that, on U ,
where all norms are calculated with respect to g. The constant C depends only on C 0 , C 1 and C 2 above. We can now prove (2) exactly as in [13] . Specifically, fix x and choose y,
Then, as in Remark 5.4 and using the above estimates, we find that there exists C > 0 such that
Likewise, again as in [13] , there exists C > 0 such that, for each x ∈ L,
where all norms are calculated with respect to g. On the right hand side, consider the third and sixth terms: we can bound their first factors with C 2 2 norms. Now consider the remaining terms: we can bound their second factors with C 2 2 norms. We thus obtain
As in Definition 2.7, set w := ρ −β . Multiplying both sides of Equations 5.4, 5.5 by wρ 2−m/p , raising to the power p and integrating, we obtain
This proves the first inequality in (2) . Choosing f , g in B r and using the Sobolev Embedding Theorem and the bounds on β, we prove the second inequality.
Lagrangian conifolds with moving singularities. Let (L, ι) be a CS/AC Lagrangian conifold in C m . Let s denote the number of CS ends in (L, ι). Let p i := ι(x i ) denote the corresponding singular points in C m . Fix p > m and a weight β as above. In Section 2.3 we defined a space E which allows the singularities to translate and rotate in C m . Now however we assume that the cone C i corresponding to each singularity x i is a SL cone in C m . In this case it is useful to modify the previous definitions, as follows. Set (5.6)P := {(p, υ) : p ∈ C m , υ ∈ SU(m)}, so thatP is a SU(m)-principal fibre bundle over C m of dimension m 2 + 2m − 1. For each CS end, the SL cone C i will have symmetry group G i ⊂ SU(m). As in Section 2.3, letẼ i denote a smooth submanifold ofP transverse to the orbits of G i and containing (p i , Id). It has dimension m 2 + 2m − 1 − dim(G i ). SetẼ :=Ẽ 1 × · · · ×Ẽ s . We will restrict our attention tõ e ∈Ẽ obtained as small perturbations of e := ((p 1 , Id), · · · (p s , Id)). We then define Lagrangian conifolds (L, ιẽ) and embeddings Φẽ L with the same properties as in Section 2.3. As in Remark 2.13, we can think ofẽ as a compactly-supported symplectomorphism of C m extending the corresponding element of SU(m) × C m near each p i . In this case we set Φẽ L :=ẽ • Φ L . In order to use the formalism of Lemma 5.3 we fix a local coordinate system onẼ and a norm on T eẼ . This will allow us to locally identifyẼ with an open subset of a normed vector space. In particular, we identify e with the origin. Locally, this process induces a distance d(·, ·) onẼ. The variableẽ thus defines a new class of Lagrangian deformations of (L, ι). For future reference we also want to allow a second finite-dimensional space of Lagrangian deformations. For any i = 1, . . . , s choose a function v i on L such that v i ≡ 1 on the CS end S i and v i ≡ 0 on the other ends, so that the 1-forms dv i have support contained in the compact subset K ⊂ L. Let E 0 denote the s-dimensional vector space generated by these functions. Notice that, for any v ∈ E 0 , the 1-form dv has support in K and is exact, thus closed. However it is not exact with respect to functions contained in the space W p 3,β (L). Notice also that any non-zero v ∈ E 0 must interpolate between the value 1 on at least one CS end and the value 0 on the AC ends of L. In particular it cannot be constant, so dv = 0. Given v ∈ E 0 , set v := dv W p 2,β−1 . This defines a norm on E 0 .
Using the ballB r ⊂Ẽ × E 0 × W p 3,β (L), consider the map
where ⋆ denotes the Hodge star operator of L. According to Definition 5.1, the deformed immersion (L, Φẽ L • (dv + df )) is SL if and only ifF (ẽ, v, f ) = 0. Setting 1 z, e 1 ) , . . . , (i em z, e m )),
Smoothness ofF ′ with respect to the variableẽ can be discussed as in Remark 2.13. As in Lemma 5.3 and using our local coordinate system onẼ, for any fixed x ∈ L we can writeF
where ∂ 0 denotes differentiation with respect to the variableẽ andQ ′ =Q ′ (ẽ, x, y, z) is a smooth function.
Proposition 5.6. The mapF has the following properties:
(1) There exists an injective linear map χ :
away from the singularities and (ii) the linearized mapP := dF [e, 0, 0] is of the form
We can thus writẽ
Proof. Concerning (1) we refer to [20], Proposition 6.4 and Remark 6.5. Roughly speaking, near each singularity χ(ẽ) is a Hamiltonian function forẽ ∈ T eẼ (thought of as a vector field on C m ) and, restricted to L via ι, it is harmonic with respect to the cone metric. Considering Equation 2.3 it follows that, on each CS end with rate
This data defines a new Lagrangian conifold to which we can apply Proposition 5.5, finding
By continuity and compactness, we can assume that C is independent of (ẽ, v).
The same methods allow us to prove, for fixed (ẽ, 0, f ), that
where the last inequality relies on the Sobolev Embedding Theorem and the bounds on β.
Recall that in Proposition 5.5 the constant C is defined after restricting to U ⊂ T * L. Likewise, C here is defined after restricting to a neighbourhood of the graph of df in T * L. The bounds on f allow us to assume that this neighbourhood is contained in U , so C is independent of f . Again, continuity and compactness imply that it is also independent ofẽ. Analogous results hold for ρdQ. We can multiply both sides of these equations by wρ 2−m/p , raise to the power p and integrate, obtaining
Finally, fix (e, v, f ) ∈B r and (x, y, z). Applying Lemma 5.3 (3) with respect to theẽ variable, there exists C(x, y, z) > 0 such that
Recall that the action ofẼ is trivial away from a neighbourhood of the singularities of L, i.e. Q ′ is independent ofẽ there. Furthermore, if we restrict y and z within a bounded set of their domains we can assume that C is independent of y and z. We can thus write C = C(x), obtaining a function which is compactly supported in a neighbourhood of the singularities. We conclude that
First derivatives (with respect to the variable x) can be studied analogously, starting from the Taylor expansion (with respect toẽ) of dF (ẽ, v, f ). As usual, introducing weight factors and integrating we obtain
Combining Equations 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 via the triangle inequality gives (2).
Lagrangian connect sums. We now need to find analogous results for Lagrangian conifolds (L t , ι t ) obtained as connect sums. Specifically, let (L, ι), (L,ι) be marked compatible Lagrangian conifolds with weights β,β. Assume that, for each CS end in S * * (respectively, inŜ * * ), β i < µ i (respectively,β i <μ i ) and that the weight β t satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 4.7 with respect to β ′ t ≡ 2. We will study the existence of SL deformations of (L t , ι t ) by considering maps F t and extensionsF t , defined as follows.
Let β i denote the value of β t on the i-th neck of L t and choose α > max {2 − β i }, where max is taken over all necks. For each t, set t := max{t i : t i ∈ t}. Fix p > m. Consider the map (5.11)
where ⋆ t denotes the Hodge star operator of L t . We can think of F t as being obtained from an underlying smooth function
.2, via the relationship
As long as F t is well-defined, we can define Q ′ t , Q t and we can linearize F t as above. We can extend the domain of this map to include moving singularities, as follows. Let s denote the number of CS ends in S * * andŝ denote the number of CS ends inŜ * * . Given any singularity x i ∈ S * * , set p i := ι(x i ) = ι t (x i ) and defineẼ i as above, containing e i := (p i , Id). Using local coordinates onẼ i and a norm · on T e iẼ i we locally identifyẼ i with a normed vector space, thus obtaining a distance d i onẼ i . Given any singularityx i ∈Ŝ * * , setp i :=ι(x i ) and again defineẼ i as above, containingê i := (p i , Id). We again use local coordinates and a norm · on Tê iẼ i to endow it with a distanced i .
Notice that the point p t i := ι t (x i ) moves in C m via dilation. We will thus find ourselves working with the "rescaled" objects t i ·ẽ · t −1 i , where as in Remark 2.13 we think ofẽ as a compactly-supported symplectomorphism of C m so that it makes sense to compose it with dilations of C m . We will also need to rescale the norms on Tê iẼ i and the corresponding distances, setting (5.12)
where β i is the weight on the necks corresponding to the i-th connected component ofL. For any i = 1, . . . , s choose a function v i on L such that v i ≡ 1 on the CS end S i ∈ S * * and v i ≡ 0 on the other ends, so that dv i has support in the compact subset K ⊂ L. For any i = 1, . . . ,ŝ choose a functionv i onL such thatv i ≡ 1 on the CS endŜ i ∈Ŝ * * and v i ≡ 0 on the other ends, so that dv i has support in the compact subsetK ⊂L. By extending these functions to zero, we can think of them as t-independent functions on L t . Let E 0 denote the (s +ŝ)-dimensional vector space generated by these functions. Given v ∈ E 0 , set
. This defines a norm on E 0 .
Using the ballB
where ⋆ t denotes the Hodge star operator of (L t , ι t ). We define functionsF ′ t andQ ′ t as before. Notice thatF t extends F t and that the deformed immersion (L t , Φ t·ẽ·t −1 L t
• (dv + df )) is SL if and only ifF t (ẽ, v, f ) = 0.
Proposition 5.7. Assume β,β and α are chosen as above. Then:
(1) For all M > 1 there exists ǫ > 0 such that, for all t > 0 in the circular sector defined in t-space by the conditions
the maps F t are well-defined. (2) There exists C > 0 such that, for all t as in (1), all (ẽ, v, f ) ∈B t α and all x ∈ L t ,
There exists a function C = C(x) > 0, compactly supported in a neighbourhood of the singularities, such that, for all t as in (1), all (ẽ, v, f ) ∈B t α and all x in the i-th component ofL,
, where ∂ 0 denotes differentiation with respect to the variableẽ and β i is the weight on the necks corresponding to the i-th component ofL. (1), the linearized mapP t := dF t [e, 0, 0] is of the form
where χ t = t 2 i χ near the singularities of the i-th component ofL, χ t = χ near the singularities of L and χ t = 0 elsewhere. We can thus writẽ
There exists C > 0 such that, for each t as in (1),
Proof. As explained following Equation 5.1, to prove that F t is well-defined we need to prove that the C 2 2 norm of any f ∈ B t α is sufficiently small. Theorem 2.9 and Lemma 4.7 give embeddings (5.14) W
For f ∈ B t α this implies
which is small when t is small. This proves (1) .
As seen above, the condition f ∈B t α implies that the second derivatives of f are uniformly bounded. To bound F t it is thus sufficient to bound the m-form Φ * L t (t ·ẽ · t −1 ) * ImΩ on U t . Recall also that on U t we use the pull-back metric. To prove (2) it is thus sufficient to bound the m-form (t ·ẽ · t −1 ) * ImΩ on C m . Notice that t * i ImΩ = t m i ImΩ and that there exists C > 0 such that |ẽ * ImΩ| ≤ C, |(t
i , because the symplectomorphismẽ has compact support. By continuity, we may assume C is independent ofẽ ∈B t α . This shows that (t ·ẽ · t −1 ) * ImΩ is bounded independently of t and e, thus yielding the desired bound onF t . It follows from Remark 2.13 that derivatives with respect toẽ can be written in terms of Lie derivatives, e.g. given X ∈ TẽẼ t ,
The same arguments then prove the desired bounds for such derivatives, but we now allow C to depend on x to emphasize the fact that, away from the singularities,ẽ acts trivially so ∂ 0Ft = 0. The factors of t i are due to the definition of | · | t i , cf. Equation 5.12.
To prove (3) we start by noticing that Proposition 5.6 holds for any Lagrangian conifold, thus for any L t for fixed t. This shows thatP t is of the claimed form for some χ t which vanishes away from the singularities. It is clear that, near the singularities of L,
We now want to show that this is true also near the singularities ofL. To this end, recall that Φ L t • 0 = ι t , which (near the singularities ofL) is simply a rescaling of ι, so for (v, f ) = (0, 0) we obtainF
Now recall how the Hodge star operator behaves under rescaling of the metric: on k-forms,
⋆. This implies that the t factors above cancel, proving Equation 5.15. This equation shows that, near each singularity, ∂ 0Ft|e,0,0 = ∂ 0F|e,0,0 = d ⋆ ((⋆ι * (ReΩ))d χ). Again using the rescaling properties of ⋆, we find ⋆ι * (ReΩ) = ⋆ t ι * t (ReΩ) and d ⋆ = t 2 i d ⋆t i . This completes the proof of (3).
The proof of (4) requires several steps. To begin with, let us prove the equivalent statement for the restricted map Q t . Substituting scale-invariant norms into Equation 5.3 shows that,
, where C k are independent of t. This leads to estimates
where all norms are calculated with respect to g t and C depends on C 0 , C 1 and C 2 above. It follows that there exists C > 0 such that, for each t and each x ∈ L t ,
.
Multiplying both sides of these equations by w t ρ 2−m/p t , raising to the power p and integrating, we obtain
As in Proposition 5.6, we can apply this estimate to the Lagrangian conifold defined by any (ẽ, v, 0) ∈B t α . Choosing f, g ∈ B t α and using the embeddings of Equation 5.14 then gives
As in Proposition 5.6, we can prove that C is independent of (ẽ, v). The same methods, but this time using the embeddings W
Finally, fix (e, v, f ) ∈B t α . It follows from the estimates in (2) and from Lemma 5.3 that, on the i-th component ofL,
First derivatives (with respect to x) can be studied analogously. Multiplying by the appropriate weight factors and integrating, on the i-th component we obtain
≤ Ct
where we use the fact that, on the support of C(x), the metric is simply rescaled so
Estimates on the components of L are similar but slightly stronger, because here the data does not depend on t: the upper bound is thus of the form Ct α d t (d,ẽ) .
Combining the above estimates via the triangle inequality proves (4).
Connect sums of SL conifolds
Let (L, ι), (L,ι) be marked compatible SL conifolds in C m . Their connect sum (L t , ι t ) is a Lagrangian conifold. By construction it is SL except in the compact subset where gluing occurred. The goal of this paper is to prove that there exists a small perturbation ι ′ t of ι t such that (L t , ι ′ t ) is SL. The final result will depend on careful choices of weights β,β and of constants p, τ , α used in the gluing and perturbation. We will distinguish two cases and some choices will vary accordingly. The following assumptions are however common to both cases: A1: Let µ i , respectivelyλ i , denote the convergence rates of L, respectivelyL, on the marked ends. We choose the parameter τ ∈ (0, 1), used in the construction of (L t , ι t ), sufficiently close to 1 as in Lemma 4.3: specifically, such that
A2:
We assume that the weights β,β are compatible as in Definition 4.2. We can then define β t as in Section 4. In particular, on the i-th neck β t takes the constant value β i =β i . We further assume thatβ i ∈ (2 − m, 0) for all endsŜ i ∈Ŝ * and thatβ i >λ i : this is possible because our connect sum construction requiresλ i < 0.
We finally assume that, for all necks, the difference |β i − β j | is sufficiently small: Lemma 6.1 can be used to quantify this statement precisely. Notice however that we could simply choose weights such that β i = β j for all necks in L t . A3: We choose p > m and α such that
where max and min are taken over all necks. In particular, α + min{β i − 2} > 0. Assumption A3 actually depends on the following fact.
Lemma 6.1. Assumptions A1 and A2 imply that, for an appropriate choice of τ , there exists α > 2 satisfying Assumption A3.
Proof. Let us prove that, for any pair of necks indexed by i, j,
Rearranging, this is equivalent toλ
Think of this as a condition on τ . Thanks to Assumption A2 this condition is compatible with Assumption A1. We can thus choose α as desired.
We now distinguish two geometrically distinct cases. Each case requires a slightly different additional assumption, leading to its own gluing theorem.
AC SL connect sums. Let us assume that (L t , ι t ) is an AC conifold. In other words, we assume thatL is an AC conifold and that S * is the set of all CS ends of L, so that the connect sum construction removes all singularities at once. Notice however that, because we work in the immersed category, we have the flexibility of treating transverse intersection points either as singularities to be removed or as smooth points to be ignored, cf. also Example 6.6.
We add another assumption to those listed above:
The weights β on L,β onL, must satisfy a stronger version of the assumptions of Theorem 4.8, ensuring surjectivity of the Laplacian. Specifically, we need to assume that the weights satisfy
Define F t as in Equation 5.11. The above assumptions guarantee the validity of Proposition 5.7 but we can now prove more, as follows.
Proposition 6.2. The map F t has the following properties.
(1) The linearized operator
is a linear self-adjoint elliptic operator and is a compactly-supported perturbation of ∆ g t . It thus has the same exceptional weights and change of index formula as ∆ g t , in the sense of Section 2.2. In particular, Corollary 2.12 and Theorem 4.8 apply verbatim to P t . (2) There exists C > 0 such that, for each t sufficiently small,
where max is taken over all necks.
Proof. The fact that (L t , ι t ) is SL away from the necks implies that ⋆ t ι * t (ReΩ) ≡ 1 away from the necks, so P t = ∆ g t there. The proofs of Corollary 2.12 and Theorem 4.8 depend mostly on the properties of the operator listed in (1). The only additional ingredient is the rescaling property ∆ t 2 g = t −2 ∆ g . It is simple to check that P t rescales similarly. This proves (1).
To prove (2) we rely on the estimates given in Joyce [13] . His computations concern connect sum SLs in general "almost Calabi-Yau" ambient spaces. In our case the ambient space is C m so certain things simplify.
Joyce's Proposition 6.4 computes point-wise estimates for F t (0). In our case L t is SL away from the regions Σ i × [t τ i , 2t τ i ] so Joyce's result simplifies, giving:
elsewhere.
Multiplying the first equation by w t ρ 2− m p t , raising to the power p and integrating we obtain, for each neck,
Analogously, using
). Combining, we find
Our Assumption A1 implies that (1 − τ )(2 −λ i ) < τ (µ i − 2), allowing us to simplify this estimate. Our choice of α now implies (2).
We can now state and prove our first result concerning SL connect sums.
, (L,ι) be compatible marked SL conifolds. Assume thatL is an AC conifold and that S * contains all CS ends of L, so that the connect sum (L t , ι t ) is an AC Lagrangian submanifold. Let C i denote the corresponding cones. Choose constants p, τ , α and weights β,β satisfying Assumptions A1-A4 above. Then for all t > 0 in the circular sectors defined in Proposition 5.7 there exists
is an AC SL submanifold asymptotic to the same cones C i .
Proof. Let P t denote the linearized operator. According to Proposition 6.2 (1), our assumptions on β,β imply that
is a surjective isomorphism and that there exists C > 0 such that, for all t and all f ∈ W
Notice that
where G t is the map
In other words, functions f such that Φ L t • df is a SL immersion of L t correspond exactly to fixed points of G t . Let us prove that G t maps B t α into itself. Choose f ∈ B t α . Then, using the fact that Q t (0) = 0 and Propositions 5.7, 6.2, 
showing that G t is a contraction. We can now apply the standard Fixed Point Theorem for contractions of Banach spaces to prove that G t admits a unique fixed point f t ∈ B t α . The fact that f t ∈ C ∞ β t (L t ) follows from Joyce's regularity results [11].
Remark 6.4. Joyce's regularity results [11] Thm 7.11 show that if the ends of (L t , ι t ) converge towards the corresponding asymptotic cones with rates in the interval (2 − m, 0) then they converge with rates 2 − m + ǫ, for any small ǫ > 0. The same is true for (L t , ι ′ t ). If the convergence rate of (L t , ι t ) is greater than or equal to zero, then our assumption β t < 0 implies that (L t , ι ′ t ) will have the same convergence rate as (L t , ι t ). Example 6.5. Consider the setting of Example 4.4. Assume the initial planes are SL, and that at each intersection point they satisfy the conditions yielding the existence of a Lawlor neck interpolating between the corresponding pair of planes, as in Example 5.2. Lawlor necks satisfy the necessary condition on convergence rates so we obtain an AC Lagrangian desingularization L t . Theorem 6.3 now proves that L t can be perturbed to an embedded AC SL which is asymptotic to the initial configuration of planes. According to Remark 6.4, the convergence rate is 2 − m + ǫ, for any small ǫ > 0. Example 6.6. More generally, the above theorem allows us to desingularize all transverse intersections for which there exists a Lawlor neck. The fact that we are working in the immersed category allows us to not worry about other intersections: we simply label them as smooth, immersed, points. The theorem also proves that there is no upper bound on the number of AC ends of AC SL conifolds in C m : given any AC SL, we can intersect it with an arbitrary number of transverse SL planes satisfying the angle condition and then resolve the intersections using Lawlor necks.
Example 6.7. Let L be a SL conifold in C m with one isolated conical singularity asymptotic to a SL cone C. Recall from Example 5.2 that there exists a 2-ended AC SLL asymptotic to C ∪ −(e iπ/m C). The gluing construction defined in Theorem 6.3 basically allows us to replace the conical singularity with a new AC end asymptotic to the rotated cone. The final result is a smooth AC SL with the same number of ends as the initial conifold. This same procedure can be applied to any number of singularities. Applying it to a smooth point of L we obtain the same result as if we intersected it with the rotated SL plane and then glued in a Lawlor neck.
Connect sums with moving singularities. The second case of interest is when (L t , ι t ) has CS singularities. The following examples explain different motivations for studing this case.
Example 6.8. It is known that not all isolated conical singularities admit AC SL desingularizations, cf. [7] . Thus, in general, it will not be possible to replace all conical SL singularities with smooth compact regions, completely desingularizing the conifold (see however Example 6.7, which replaces each singularity with a non-compact AC SL end). It follows that, in general, the best one can do is to let S * denote the set of CS ends which do admit desingularizations and let S * * contain the others. Theorem 6.12 below will allow us to perform gluing on this configuration.
Example 6.9. Assume given a conifold L with a singularity modelled on a cone C. Assume also that there exists a conifoldL with one AC end modelled on C and a second CS end modelled on a different cone C ′ . If we manage to glueL into L we will have found a procedure for replacing one singularity with another. In our framework this situation is described by allowingŜ * * to contain at least one CS end. Theorem 6.12 below will allow us to perform gluing on this configuration. In particular, the position of the new singularity in C m will be rescaled with t.
To obtain a gluing result in this case we need to replace Assumption A4 above with the following:
A4: We assume that the weights satisfy β i ∈ (2 − m, 0) for all AC endsŜ i inL and S i in L β i ∈ (2, 2 + ǫ) for all CS endsŜ i ∈Ŝ * * and S i ∈ S * * , where ǫ is chosen small enough so that (2, 2+ǫ) does not contain any exceptional weights for the Laplace operator on the corresponding end and 2 + ǫ <μ i (respectively, µ i ).
We also need to impose the following "stability" assumption on the singularities inŜ * * ∪S * * . We refer to [12] , [4] for further information concerning this condition.
Definition 6.10. Let C be a SL cone in C m . Let (Σ, g ′ ) denote the link of C with the induced metric. Assume C has a unique singularity at the origin; equivalently, assume that Σ is smooth and that it is not a sphere S m−1 ⊂ S 2m−1 . It is known, cf. [20] , that the standard action of SU(m) ⋉ C m on C m admits a "moment map" µ and that the components of µ restrict to harmonic functions on C. Let G denote the subgroup of SU(m) which preserves C. Then µ defines on C 2m linearly independent harmonic functions of linear growth; in the notation of Definition 2.10 these functions are contained in the space V γ with γ = 1. The moment map also defines on C m 2 − 1 − dim(G) linearly independent harmonic functions of quadratic growth: these belong to the space V γ with γ = 2. Constant functions define a third space of homogeneous harmonic functions on C, i.e. elements in V γ with γ = 0. In particular, these three values of γ are always exceptional values for the operator ∆g on any SL cone, in the sense of Definition 2.10.
We say that C is stable if these are the only functions in V γ for γ = 0, 1, 2 and if there are no other exceptional values γ in the interval [0, 2] . More generally, let L be a CS or CS/AC SL submanifold. We say that a singularity x i of L is stable if the corresponding cone C i is stable.
Consider the map F t defined as in Equation 5.11. As in Proposition 6.2 (1), Assumptions A1-A4 would suffice to obtain injectivity of its linearization P t . As in Corollary 2.12, however, this choice of weights does not lead to surjectivity. To get surjectivity it is necessary to add extra variables into the domain, thus enlarging the image. This motivates us to consider the mapF t defined as in Equation 5.13 and its linearizationP t . The stability assumption will ensure that this introduces exactly the right number of new variables to ensure surjectivity of the linearized operator but still maintain injectivity.
Lemma 6.11. Let (E, · ) be a Banach space. Assume given a finite number of closed subspaces E 1 , . . . , E n such that E = ⊕E i . Let · i denote the norm on E i induced by restricting · . Then the norm · on E is equivalent to the norm n i=1 · i on ⊕E i . Proof. The triangle inequality shows that the identity map Id : ⊕E i → E is a continuous isomorphism with respect to the given norms. Applying the Open Mapping Theorem, it follows that it is a topological isomorphism.
We can now state and prove our second result concerning SL connect sums. isomorphism on its image. Since E 0 is finite-dimensional, it is a topological isomorphism. We conclude that, for appropriate C > 0,
Likewise, (omitting for simplicity the subscripts of t and β),
This shows that∆ g t is uniformly invertible on E 0 . We also know from Theorem 4.8 that∆ g t is uniformly invertible on W p 3,β t , but we still have to argue that it is uniformly invertible on the three spaces together, i.e. on its full domain. Choosing an appropriate cut-off function η t as in the proof of Theorem 4.8, we find
where ≃ follows from Lemma 6.11. Likewise,
where again we use Lemma 6.11 as well as Equation 4 .5. Combining these equations as in Theorem 4.8 we conclude that∆ g t is uniformly invertible. As in Theorem 6.3 we now define a map
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